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Project Overview
Vander Sports is evaluating the
expansion of services with the
inclusion of a bone rubbing
machine to improve the
performance of wooden baseball
bats. Bone rubbing a bat along
wood grains should compress the
wood and make the bat less likely
to splinter or flake.
Vander Sports requires a
benchtop device that can easily
load and secure any size baseball
bat that they offer. The device will
also rotate the bat and the
carriage holding the bone shall
travel the full barrel length with
adjustable pressure. The entire
process should be able to be
completed by one person in under
seven minutes and require
minimal tools.
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One Arduino Due manages the inputs and outputs of each subsystem
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PCB Design
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● Tested hardness using the impact depth
of a ball bearing on rubbed and unrubbed
wood
● No changes in hardness were found when
testing several different rubbing materials
such as steel, bone, or delrin plastic

Mode of Operation
1.

1. Bat mounted and
locked in place

2.

2. Bone rubbing
subsystem rubs bat
from barrel end to
end

3.

3. Rotation subsystem
rotates bat
4. Steps 2 and 3 repeat
until entire bat has
been rubbed
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